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**IS THE BOOK COMMUNITY AMERICAN-CENTRIC?**

*IS THE BOOK COMMUNITY AMERICAN-CENTRIC?* von Books are my Social Life vor 1 Monat 16 Minuten 4.192 Aufrufe

My name is Saajid (he/they) and books are quite literally my social life, hence the username. My favourite genres are Adult ...

**Book CommuniTEA Tuesday: Publishing Is Quite White, Don't Mess With Romancelandia...[CC]**

*Book CommuniTEA Tuesday: Publishing Is Quite White, Don't Mess With Romancelandia...[CC]* von Jess Owens vor 2 Monaten 35 Minuten 11.080 Aufrufe

This *booktube* video has *captions~* Hiii! Happy *BookCommuniTEA* Tuesday! Guess what? Publishing still sucks! Enjoy ...

**Ancient Egyptian Graffiti w/ Dr. Hana Navratilova - Oxford, Reading, MET #TheExplorers #Egyptology**

*Ancient Egyptian Graffiti w/ Dr. Hana Navratilova - Oxford, Reading, MET #TheExplorers #Egyptology* von Sarah Janes vor 1 Woche 1 Stunde, 2 Minuten 87 Aufrufe

Egyptian visitors' graffiti come from 15th to 11th century BC and tell a story of ancient Egyptians visiting ...

**Egypt's 10 GREATEST Discoveries**

*Egypt's 10 GREATEST Discoveries* von Talltanic vor 2 Jahren 10 Minuten, 41 Sekunden 47.930 Aufrufe

These are some of the most fascinating and significant findings that have ever come out of Egypt, and we're here to bring them to ...

**I'm starting fresh with Fantasy books (and Booktube)**

*I'm starting fresh with Fantasy books (and Booktube)* von Page Nomad vor 1 Tag 8 Minuten, 59 Sekunden 548 Aufrufe

I finished a , book , , especially a Fantasy one. I might need your help... (Open Me) ...

**Tier Ranking Book Tropes- All Genres!**

*Tier Ranking Book Tropes- All Genres!* von bookslikewhoa vor 2 Tagen 35 Minuten 2.342 Aufrufe

Let's talk all the tropes! Thrillers! Romance! Fantasy! Sci-Fi! Lipstick: Moondaze by Dose of Colors Videos mentioned: @Alexa ...

**10 AMAZING Discoveries in Egypt That SCARE Scientists**

*10 AMAZING Discoveries in Egypt That SCARE Scientists* von Crunch vor 4 Monaten 9 Minuten, 34 Sekunden 1.157.616 Aufrufe

These Egypt discoveries 2020. New discoveries like these ancient discoveries allow scientists to ...

**Ancient Egypt Mysteries That WILL MAKE your hair Stand up**

*Ancient Egypt Mysteries That WILL MAKE your hair Stand up* von Viper TV - Studios vor 11 Monaten 30 Minuten 2.255.779 Aufrufe

Ancient Egypt Mysteries That WILL MAKE your hair Stand up von Viper TV -- a land of mysteries. No other civilization has so captured the imagination of scholars and laypeople alike. Mystery...